Hobart, 16 Aug 1891
Sunday night—near Monday morning.

Cheerful friend,

I was going to write you a longer letter to-night, but I cannot now due to the exigencies of the moment. I am writing on the train to town.

You can imagine the result. I have only just time to read it, and it is walking order of 12.

It is really odd how much a man like Darwin will read all the old-school universities if all the papers rushing out of the newspapers have been manufactured out of facts that show evidence into facts more practical teachings of religion to others.
But I need not reflect any
of it on you. It was well
folly to set two letters from
you this week, one from Paris
on Tuesday, the other from
Rouen on Monday. Yesterday
it was pleasant to hear of your
enjoyment, though the labor
brought symptoms of weariness.
What a development of thin
line would have if you were
to live in Paris for a year.
Doesn't someone think of leaving
the Berkshire School? If you
were to go to Paris it must be
with some claim, for I think
it would be folly to go by
yourself. Also, don't think-
that way. You want enu-
riage to look after you. More
crosses the brow.
He shall expect some of the British sketches, you know. As to the Collins picture, why, did you lose my letter, the time is 1507. There is a banquest (3 master) and a brier (400 masters). There you are up in the sky. By the way, the people are: Colonel of Andocies, privates of豪瑞斯, sailors of the period – a chaplain of the period. Also boats of the period. But the great point would be to see the ordinary areas of seamen. The first two or three years of this century, just before or at Tarantara in fact. These bazaar buds and pictures of Helens nation. These 400y of forth would be just about right. But you ought also to get the ordinary merchant class even of that date.

The weather this week has been lovely, but unseasonable. The tomatoes have brought vegetarians a lot of fun. The yellow toads in bloom before it has been. The lilies, the lilies, the lilies are in flower at a time corresponds of the English February. In a week or so we shall get heavy rain, probably. The fruit beds will be fruit bidden. There will be need to be fruit beds. That is the third claim. But it is pleasant while it lasts. Pleasant. But unhealthy. Unhealthy. Influenza. Poor Will today is in a critical state. Conception of the lances after being abroad. If I hear the latest, I am not happy. It is very sad. Still he may pull through, but the family’s good point is always. Bridgefield Crofts has been very ill.
When they get them Bell will make the Railway is more doubt full. He haven't yet settled our office affairs, but I hope he may do so early next week. Saw getting very sick of the delay today after a good deal of objection was came down to my heart. What I proposed fell 3 weeks ago.

I am addressing this letter to the man as the defect. But you never stay in time. When you will be moving. Probably too mild to look now to Reciving. The result will be that you will get your letters a day late.

Again have let a mail go without writing to Sydney. I hope you will get news to take
...to the galleries, as you propose, so that you may get studies for the Colling picture. I would also like to write to him about the Diurnezy. In the meantime, give him my love & they encouraged in his book. I fear the XY pictures will not work. They would probably have come before you got back. To Rudley & although I have your London address, they would have liked him there. It will be very easy if you don't see the dealer.

The brother is very contented. Thank & Gaet her better correspondence. She says her hair is quite messy. But she is getting rather tired. It's forward of sleep. Perhaps she will probably be back by the end of the month. The little mother sends her dear love. Kind regards.
The Bank trouble is not yet cleared up. Since Melbourne Bank is negotiating, but they want to make hard terms, and we don't yet know how it may end. I hope that they may come to terms, for the Bank has to liquidate. If realities it will be a much better case for the Shareholders. The Bank included. The Bank failure has affected all business, especially mining. All these are bills before Parliament to make Railway from Geelong to Geelong, from Geelong to Melbourne, from Melbourne to the Western Railway. We are soliciting for the funds of them. I think they will all go through, but whether the Companies...